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Singing Songs of Execution in Early Modern Italy 

 Una McIlvenna 

 

On 17 April 1587, Benedetto Mangone, the leader of a gang of bandits that for years 

terrorized the countryside of Eboli, was executed in Naples. A song describing his various 

sadistic crimes, The Lament and Death of Benedetto Mangone, depicts him as a heartless 

killer, and closes with the description of his sentencing and execution.1 This involved him 

being drawn through the city while having his flesh pinched off with burning tongs 

(‘tanagliato’), having his limbs tied down to a cartwheel and then smashed with hammers, and 

his body being burned. The ballad, in fifty-two verses of ottava rima, seems to relish each 

infliction of suffering on his body: 

 

Now enough, we have sentenced you 

For royal disobedience. 

First, your flesh will be torn while you go  

Through the City on a triumphal chariot. 

Then nailed on a wheel, 

To await the great fatal blow; 

And then from that bloody death 

You will be thrown in the blazing fire.2 

 

The ballad was published in Bologna, Florence, Venice, and Vicenza, and would have been 

sold in public places, markets, and on the piazzas, where street singers would have sung the 

contents of the pamphlet as a form of advertising.3 

Across the Alps, in the French province of Dauphiné in 1755, a similar event took 

place: the smuggler and highwayman Louis Mandrin, after a wildly successful but 

surprisingly short stint of smuggling and violence against the unpopular tax collectors, was 

caught and executed. As in the case of Mangone, songs were composed that told the story of 

                                                           

1 Lamento, e morte di Benedetto Mangone famosissimo capo di banditi (Bologna: Gio. Domenico 

Moscatelli, 1617). See also Alberto Natale, Gli specchi della paura: il sensazionale e il prodigioso 

nella letteratura di consumo (secoli XVII-XVIII) (Rome: Carocci, 2008), pp. 61-62.  
2 ‘Hor basta, noi t’habbiamo sententiato, | Per la disubidienza Regale, | Pria, che per la Città sii 

tanagliato, | Andrai sopra d’un carro trionfale; | Poi sopra d’una Ruota conficcato, | Et aspettar’ il gran 

colpo mortale; | E poi da quella morte sanguinente | Sarai buttato dentro il fuoco ardente.’ Ibid. 
3 Rosa Salzberg and Massimo Rospocher, ‘Street Singers in Italian Renaissance Urban Culture and 

Communication’, Cultural and Social History, 9 (2012), 9-26. 
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Mandrin’s life, crimes, and execution. The Chanson sur la vie de Louis Mandrin, for 

example, is a twenty-eight-stanza ballad that recounts in excruciating detail the condemned 

having his arms and legs broken while he screams and begs God for forgiveness: 

 

Finally the executioner broke 

The bones of his legs and his arms, 

Along with those of his back and his thighs. 

And Mandrin, during his torture, 

Prayed hard to the Paschal Lamb, 

And said that he was being hurt. 4 

 

While Mangone’s corpse was burned, Mandrin was left to slowly die on display (although he 

was eventually garrotted in an act of mercy). Like the Italian ballad, the French song would 

also have been sold by colporteurs or street singers. 

 There is one tiny but crucial difference, however, between these two songs, a 

difference that has profound consequences for how we understand the dissemination of news 

and song in early modern Italy. At the top of the broadside on which Mandrin’s song is 

printed we find the direction ‘on the air of the Hanged Men’ (‘sur l’air des Pendus’), telling us 

that it is to be sung to a very well-known tune, one which served as the basis for other ballads 

in eighteenth-century France. This meant that anyone who bought this chanson could (if they 

were literate) immediately sing the words. They could then more easily memorize its 

information and orally pass on the news to others, whether they were literate or not. The 

Italian ballad, however, has no such tune direction. So how did the purchasers of the 

Mangone ballad sing it? And what did they do with the pamphlet once they had bought it? 

While scholars such as Alberto Natale have begun to examine the role these cheap pamphlets, 

with their sensational subject matter of gruesome crimes and executions (as well as disasters 

and prodigious events such as ‘monstrous’ births) played in the circulation of information 

about crime and punishment in early modern Italy, as yet we know little about how they were 

                                                           

4 ‘Enfin le Bourreau lui cassa | Les os des jambes et des bras, | Avec ceux des reins et des cuisses. | Et 

Mandrin pendant ses supplices, | Prioit bien fort l’agneau paschal | Et disoit qu’on lui faisoit mal.’ 

Chanson sur la vie de Louis Mandrin, augmentée de sa Mort: sur l’air des Pendus (Lyon: Delafrasse, 

1755). 
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received and how they then might have circulated among the masses.5 They were in song 

form, however, which offers us an avenue of exploration into the possible ways in which they 

carried meaning for their singers and their listeners. 

While execution ballads in French, German, and English routinely provide a tune 

direction to guide singers as to how the song should sound, Italian execution ballads never 

do.6 This is significant because, as I have argued elsewhere, the re-use of familiar tunes as 

musical basis for songs, a technique known as contrafactum, was a key vehicle for the 

transmission of meaning in ballads about executions.7 Tunes carried profound and complex 

social and cultural associations, and specific melodies were deliberately selected in order to 

heighten the emotive impact of the reworked version. Italian execution songs have no explicit 

tune direction and instead, I argue, had their cultural and emotional associations built into 

their metrical structure. This essay demonstrates that Italian execution ballads, while in many 

ways representative of a pan-European tradition of singing the news of crime and punishment, 

demonstrate a range of stylistic differences from their European counterparts that had 

significant consequences for the expression of emotion around public executions, and for the 

nature of the oral, sung performance of news in early modern Italy. 

Historians such as Massimo Rospocher, Rosa Salzberg, and Luca Degl’Innocenti are 

increasingly revealing the availability of cheap print to the popolani in the street and on the 

piazza, and emphasizing the interaction between street singers and their audiences.8 While 

there is plenty of evidence for elite cantastorie and their impressive talents for both song and 

the memorization of tunes and lyrics, there is also abundant evidence of musical formulas for 

                                                           

5 Natale, Gli specchi della paura, and ‘La piazza delle crudeltà e delle meraviglie: Giulio Cesare 

Croce e la letteratura del “‘sensazionale” e del “prodigioso”’, in La festa del mondo rovesciato: Giulio 

Cesare Croce e il carnevalesco, ed. by Elide Casali and Bruno Capaci (Bologna: Il Mulino, 2002), pp. 

177-95. 
6 Hans-Jürgen Lüsebrink, ‘La letteratura del patibolo: continuità e trasformazioni tra ’600 e ’800’, 

Quaderni storici, 49 (April 1982), 285-301; Éva Guillorel, La Complainte et la plainte: chanson, 

justice, cultures en Bretagne (XVIe-XVIIIe siècles) (Rennes: Presses Universitaires de Rennes, 2010); 

Pascal Bastien, Une histoire de la peine de mort: bourreaux et supplices, Paris, Londres, 1500-1800 

(Paris: Seuil, 2011), pp. 188-203; V. A. C. Gattrell, The Hanging Tree: Execution and the English 

People 1770-1868 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996), pp. 123-96; Tom Cheesman, The 

Shocking Ballad Picture Show: German Popular Literature and Cultural History (Oxford: Berg, 

1994); Joy Wiltenburg, Crime and Culture in Early Modern Germany (Charlottesville: University of 

Virginia Press, 2012). 
7 Una McIlvenna, ‘The Power of Music: The Significance of Contrafactum in Execution Ballads’, Past 

& Present (forthcoming). 
8 Rosa Salzberg, Ephemeral City: Cheap Print and Urban Culture in Renaissance Venice 

(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2014); Salzberg and Rospocher, ‘Street Singers’; Luca 

Degl’Innocenti, I ‘Reali’ dell’Altissimo: un ciclo di cantari fra oralità e scrittura (Florence: Società 

Editrice Fiorentina, 2008). 
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certain song-types and metrical forms that were available to a wide public.9 Moreover, of the 

three metrical forms in which we find printed songs about public executions, one has a 

structure that encourages a communal performance, where listeners are enjoined to sing the 

refrain. Significantly, each of these three categories of execution ballad treats its subject, the 

condemned prisoner, from a strikingly different moral perspective, and so the metrical form in 

which the song is written is key to understanding the emotional response it sought to engender 

in its listener-singers. Whereas the execution ballads in other parts of Europe had meaning 

built into their melodies, Italian execution ballads had it built into their formal structure. 

Understanding this relationship between form and content in Italian execution balladry can 

help us understand how the uneducated masses participated in and responded to the execution 

ritual, and allows us to recover an element of the ephemeral oral nature of news in the past. 

 

The Musicality of Public Execution 

While it may not seem obvious, public execution, like all public events in early modern 

Europe, was an intensely musical experience. Much of this musicality can be seen in the 

traditions, unique to Italy, of lay confraternities of comforters, whose vocation it was to 

comfort the condemned criminal in his final hours and prepare him for the drawn-out process 

of execution.10 One of the manuals used by these comforters, from the Bolognese conforteria 

known as Santa Maria della Morte, offers in its advice to the comforter a sense of the 

soundscape of the execution ritual: 

 

When the bell of the Podestà’s Palace first rings in the morning, you must be very 

strong because you will find most of them become completely overwhelmed and that 

many grow faint. And then you must ardently comfort him.11 

 

For a prisoner who had spent his final night keeping up a pretence of bravura, it was an aural, 

musical signal that was more emotionally powerful than any visual reminder of the 

                                                           

9 For evidence of cantastorie see Blake Wilson, ‘Dominion of the Ear: Singing the Vernacular in 

Piazza San Martino’, I Tatti Studies in the Italian Renaissance, 16 (2013), 273-87; James Haar, 

‘Improvvisatori and their Relationship to Sixteenth-Century Music’, in Essays on Italian Poetry and 

Music in the Renaissance 1350-1600 (Berkeley: University of Califormia Press, 1986), pp. 76-99. 
10 Adriano Prosperi, Delitto e perdono: la pena di morte nell'orizzonte mentale dell'Europa cristiana. 

XIV-XVIII secolo (Turin: Einaudi, 2013). 
11 ‘The Bologna Comforters’ Manual’, trans. by Sheila Das, in The Art of Executing Well: Rituals of 

Execution in Renaissance Italy, ed. by Nicholas Terpstra (Kirksville, MO: Truman State University 

Press, 2008), p. 267. 
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punishment he was about to undergo.12 Throughout that ritual of punishment, he would 

continue to be surrounded by music. One of the comforter’s tools to help encourage the 

prisoner to contemplate his imminent journey into the afterlife were the laude, or simple 

vernacular religious songs set to popular tunes, that he would sing with the prisoner through 

the night, throughout the entire procession to the execution site and during the process of 

execution itself.13 Along the route of the procession, people would gather and, depending on 

their sympathies for the condemned, would sing laude as well.14 A striking quality of a 

number of the execution ballads in this study is the similarity of their incipits to those of 

laude. For example, the ballad The Piteous and Tearful Case, Newly Occurred in the City of 

Pesaro of a Schoolmaster Who Moved By Envy Murdered his Pupil and Cut him into Eight 

Pieces15 opens with the line: ‘O sommo Iddio, quanto il nemico astuto’ (O supreme God, as 

the cunning enemy’), a line not dissimilar to the incipit of the lauda ‘O sommo Iddio o vero 

redentore’ (O Supreme God, O true redeemer’).16 Blake Wilson has shown how laude were 

themselves regularly contrafacts of other, often secular, songs, and has revealed how they 

often duplicate the incipit and closely model the language of the original song.17 While the 

great variety of laude means that one can only speculate as to whether or not execution songs 

were based directly upon them, the similarity that one finds between the two genres reveals 

that such execution ballads at times consciously replicated the religious, meditative functions 

                                                           

12 Nicholas Terpstra, ‘Theory into Practice: Executions, Comforting, and Comforters in Renaissance 

Italy’ in The Art of Executing Well, ed. by Terpstra, pp. 127-29. For studies of bells as part of the early 

modern soundscape see Dolly MacKinnon, Earls Colne’s Early Modern Landscapes (Farnham: 

Ashgate, 2014), and ‘“[D]id ringe at oure parish churche... for joye that the Queene of Skotts ... was 

beheaded”: Public Performances of Early Modern English Emotions’, in Emotions in Medieval and 

Early Modern Europe, ed. by Joanne McEwan and Philippa Maddern (forthcoming). For studies of 

early modern soundscapes in Italy, see Niall Atkinson, ‘The Republic of Sound: Listening to Florence 

at the Threshold of the Renaissance’, I Tatti Studies in the Italian Renaissance, 16 (2013), 57-84. 
13 Pamela Gravestock, ‘Comforting with Song: Using laude to Assist Condemned Prisoners’ in The 

Art of Executing Well, ed. by Terpstra, pp. 31-51.  
14 This tradition of singing during the ‘drawing’ of the convict to the execution site is also recorded in 

early modern England: see Tim Hitchcock and Robert Shoemaker, Tales from the Hanging Court 

(London: Hodder Arnold, 2006), p. 203. 
15 L. P., Compassionevole, e lacrimoso caso, nuovamente occorso nella Città di Pesaro, d’un Mastro 

da Scola, quale mosso da invidia uccise un suo Discepolo, e ne fece otto quarti; con un lamento ch’ei 

fece quando per ciò fù preso, & condennato à morte (Pesaro and Bologna: Gio. Paolo Moscatelli, 

1618). 
16 Blake Wilson, Singing Poetry in Renaissance Florence: The ‘cantasi come’ Tradition (1375-1550) 

(Florence: Olschki, 2009), p. 244. That lauda was to be sung to the tune ‘O Jesù dolce, o infinito 

amore’. 
17 Wilson, Singing Poetry, pp. 152-53. See also Francesco Luisi, ‘Minima fiorentina: sonetti a mente, 

canzoni a ballo e cantimpanca nel Quattrocento’, in Musica franca: Essays in Honor of Frank A. 

D’Accone, ed. by Irene Alm, Alyson McLamore, and Colleen Reardon (Stuyvesant, NY: Pendragon 

Press, 1996), pp. 79-95 (pp. 89-95). 
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of laude sung during the execution ritual. If it is the case that execution songs were 

contrafacts of laude, they would strongly evoke the emotions raised by the original laude. 

Such a tradition would be very similar to that found in German execution ballads, which used 

chorales, or simple vernacular hymns, as their musical basis.18 Such a phenomenon results in 

a ballad about execution that intentionally encourages religious meditation on the suffering 

and death of the condemned.19  

However, there is greater significance in these types of incipits than simply their 

religious associations. Italian street songs were sold by itinerant vendors who would sing the 

contents of the pamphlet as a marketing ploy, a model that is consistent with the sale of 

ballads in other European languages. In those other languages, however, ballads tend to open 

with incipits explicitly designed to draw in crowds, such as ‘Come hither yongmen and give 

eare’, ‘Hort zu ihr Frommen Christenleut’, or ‘Venez brave bourgeois’. This communal 

nature of ballad-selling, with a crowd invited to gather round to hear the news, encouraged a 

shared opinion about the information being broadcast. However, although this rhetorical 

technique is employed in other types of Italian street songs, it is noticeably rare in the Italian 

execution ballads in this study. Only two of the ballads here, both barzellette, could be argued 

to have incipits that invite a crowd to join in, although even these are not as explicit as the 

‘come all ye’ so typical of other languages (the barzelletta’s communal style of delivery will 

be discussed below). Instead, for ballads in terza rima and ottava rima, the incipit is either a 

direct address to God, Jesus, or the Virgin Mary, or an abstract, highly literary expression of 

existential woe. This declamatory style of incipit, rather than a call to listeners to gather 

round, which is often in other languages directed at a specific yet numerous group like 

Christians or young men, seems to preclude the explicitly communal delivery that so 

characterizes execution ballads in other regions. It might be argued this is due to and/or 

creates the elevated performative status of the cantastorie, an elite performer of songs that 

only he is able to sing properly.20 This theory would exclude the participation or appropriation 

of these songs by an unskilled audience: we listen to him, rather than join in. However, recent 

historiography on street singers has argued for a much more interactive rather than passive 

reception by audiences. Song is the one kind of musical performance that requires no 

                                                           

18 McIlvenna, ‘The Significance of Contrafactum in Execution Ballads’. 
19 The central role played by laude in both the rise to popularity of the fifteenth-century Florentine 

preacher Savonarola and his execution has been amply demonstrated by Patrick Macey, Bonfire 

Songs: Savonarola’s Musical Legacy (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998).  
20 Haar, ‘Improvvisatori’. 
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education, training, equipment, or skill, and which is available to all, regardless of gender or 

social class. But given the lack of tune direction, how did the audience or purchaser of an 

Italian execution ballad know how to sing it? There is no explicit ‘cantasi come’ direction, as 

in the laude that Blake Wilson has explored, so where are the clues to the musical basis? 

Renaissance song texts in Italian tend to be discussed as ‘poetry for music’ (poesia per 

musica), texts that were composed by poets, constructed independently and to which music 

was subsequently added by musical composers.21 There is evidence for this two-stage 

practice: in a letter to Isabella d’Este in 1497 Galeotto del Carretto writes: 

 

Your Ladyship knows that, at my departure from Mantua, you promised to send 

me some settings of my barzellette done by Tromboncino. I have never 

received them and so beg you to be pleased to send them by the present rider of 

our Lordship... The settings of the barzellette that I should like are the 

following: ‘Lasso, o donna, i dolci sguardi’, ‘Pace hormai, o mei sospiri ...’ 

‘Donna, sai come tuo sono ...’, etc. [...] I should also like a new air for capitoli, 

if possible.22 

 

Del Carretto’s letter reveals that he is waiting for the composer Bartolomeo 

Tromboncino to compose music for the texts he has written in a specific metric form, 

the barzelletta, and also a new melody for capitoli in terza rima. So music could be 

written both as settings for specific individual texts but also as arie or modi di cantar, 

formulas applicable to any text in the metric form indicated. These formulas can be 

found in sixteenth-century manuscript and printed music part books (often lute 

                                                           

21 William F. Prizer, ‘Games of Venus: Secular Vocal Music in the Late Quattrocento and Early 

Cinquecento’, Journal of Musicology, 9 (1991), 3-56. 
22 ‘La S.V. sa che a la partita mia da Mantova me promesse de mandarmi alchuni canti de le mie 

barzellette fatti per lo tromboncino et mai non li ho havuti, per il che la prego che se degni de 

mandarmeli per lo presente cavallaro del Sr. nostro. Li canti de le balzerete che io vorrei sono questi: 

Lassa o donna I dolci sguardi – Pace ormai o miei sospiri – Se gran festa me mostrati – Donna sai 

come tuo sono ecc.’ Cited in Giuseppe Manacorda, Galeotto del Carretto, poeta lirico e drammatico 

monferrino (14-- - 1530); memoria (Torino: Accademia delle Scienze, 1899), p. 125. Translation from 

Iain Fenlon and James Haar, ‘Introduction’, in The Italian Madrigal in the Early Sixteenth Century: 

Sources and Interpretation (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), pp. 3-14 (p. 12). 
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tablatures) such as Ottaviano Petrucci’s fourth book of frottole (1505), Raffaello 

Cavalcanti’s Lute Book (1590), and Cosimo Bottegari’s Lute Book (Figs 1 and 2).23 

 

Fig. 1. Air for terza rima, no 63, fol. 24v, Cosimo Bottegari, The Bottegari Lutebook, ed. by 

Carol MacClintock (Wellesley: Wellesley College, 1965) 

 

 While these scores were written down and perhaps intended for an elite audience that 

could not only afford them but also read musical notation, this does not preclude the idea that 

these formulas were already well known in oral culture, and that there were perhaps many 

more formulas that were never written down because they were so well known. Used as a 

basis for improvisation by the individual singer, these formulas are thought to have been 

                                                           

23 Victor Coelho, ‘Raffaello Cavalcanti’s Lute Book (1590) and the Ideal of Singing and Playing’, in 

Le Concert des voix et des instruments à la Renaissance, ed. by Jean-Michel Vaccaro (Paris: CNRS, 

1995), pp. 423-42, and Dinko Fabris, ‘Voix et instruments pour la musique de danse: à propos des airs 

pour chanter et danser dans les tablatures italiennes de luth’, ibid., pp. 389-422; Cosimo Bottegari, The 

Bottegari Lutebook, ed. by Carol MacClintock (Wellesley: Wellesley College, 1965), and Il libro di 

canto e liuto = The Song and Lute Book, ed. by Dinko Fabris and John Griffiths (Bologna: Arnaldo 

Forni, 2006). 
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closely linked to the singer’s regional origins, a tradition that continues to this day.24 What 

such a tradition means is that anyone who passed through the piazza and saw or heard a 

vendor selling a cheaply printed song-pamphlet could identify the metre and locate an 

appropriate tune in his or her mental repertoire of melodies. While highly talented cantastorie 

may have sung these songs in the piazza, the abundant sale of these cheaply-printed texts 

meant that, as in other parts of Europe, the performance and re-performance of these songs 

was open to all. 

 

Ottava rima 

Intriguingly, although there was a range of song types in early modern Italy, printed Italian 

execution ballads are predominantly found in only three metrical forms: ottava rima, terza 

rima, and barzellette. Ottava rima, the metre traditionally associated with the singing of epic 

tales, was also regularly used for singing the accounts of newsworthy events, such as the 

description of the 1512 battle of Ravenna in The Rout Made by the French Lords Against the 

Spanish.25  

                                                           

24 Dinko Fabris, ‘Voix et instruments pour la musique de danse’, pp. 398-99; Linda Barwick, ‘The 

Filipino “komedya” and the Italian “maggio”: Cross-cultural Perspectives on Related Genres of 

Popular Music Theatre’, in Masks of Time: Drama and its Contexts. Papers from the Australian 

Academy of the Humanities Symposium 1993, ed. by A. M. Gibbs (Canberra: Highland Press, 1994), 

71-108 (pp. 75 and 82). 
25 Rotta facta per li signori francesi contra li ispani. (Ferrara: Lorenzo Rossi, post 11 April 1512). 

Cited in Giancarlo Petrella, Fra testo e immagine: edizioni popolari del Rinascimento in una 

miscellanea ottocentesca (Udine: Forum, 2009), p. 150. 
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Fig. 2. Air for ottava rima, no 8, fol. 4, Cosimo Bottegari, The Bottegari Lutebook, ed. by 

Carol MacClintock (Wellesley: Wellesley College, 1965) 

 

 Ottava rima in news songs, then, was associated with the chronological detailing of 

factual events, often recounted in a manner that was reminiscent of the epic tales of chivalrous 

knights. Similarly, execution ballads in ottava are narrative and follow a linear chronology 

that details the various events of the condemned’s life and crimes. However, the criminal is 

depicted as a heinous villain and we are encouraged to feel revulsion and horror, rather than 

sympathy or admiration, for his despicable acts. It is unsurprising, therefore, to find the 

exploits of the murderer Arrigo Gabertinga recounted in ottava.26 Given the exorbitant 

numbers of murders (1964) the ballad attributes to him, Arrigo may have been a fictional or 

stereotypical character; however, the depiction of his sadistic crimes along with his brutal 

execution in the ballad, The Wretched Life and Shameful Death of Arrigo Gabertinga, 

Highwayman by Giovanni Briccio, nonetheless fits the standard model for execution ballads 

in ottava:  

                                                           

26 Piero Camporesi, La maschera di Bertoldo: G.C. Croce e la letteratura carnevalesca (Turin: 

Einaudi, 1976), pp. 61-62. 
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Then the Executioner with a mace, 

While everyone shouts, ‘Get him! the murderer’, 

First gives him a blow to his feet. 

The criminal shrieks in a crazy way. 

To the other foot he does the same. 

He shrieks again, for his wicked fate. 

So each limb is smashed, 

Saving only the head with his chest. 

 

To give him greater pain and torment, 

For his misdeeds allowed so much, 

He survived three days in such difficulty. 

And people would constantly come up, 

Throwing into his mouth food, 

Which kept him alive with greater suffering. 

In the end this wretched rogue, 

Gritting his teeth, gave up his final breath.27 

 

The same level of graphic detail can be found in the song in ottava rima about an 

unnamed Jew in Trento in the late sixteenth century who, in order to cover up his rape of a 

young woman, cut out her tongue and blinded her father. His punishment reflected his bodily 

mutilations of his victims. After his tongue was cut out, the ballad tells us:  

 

And then [he] pulled out his eyes forthwith 

Leading him to the ordained place,  

                                                           

27 ‘All’hora il Boia con mazza ferrata, | ogn’un gridando “Dàgli all’assassino”, | prima una botta a’ 

piedi gli hebbe data, | gridando fuor di modo il Malandrino, | all’altro piede l’hebbe replicata, | di 

nuovo stride, per suo mal destino, | così ogni membro picchiato molesta, | salvandoli col petto sol la 

testa. || Per dargli poi maggior pena, e tormento, | ché tanto il suo misfatto permettea, | durò tre giorni 

vivo in quello stento, | e sempre novo popolo correa, | buttandogli per bocca un’alimento, | che in vita 

con più stento lo tenea. | Al fin questo ribaldo disgratiato, | stringendo i denti, mandò fuora il fiato.’ 

Giovanni Briccio, La sciagurata vita, e la vituperosa morte di Arrigo Gabertinga assassino da strada, 

il quale hà ammazzato un’infinito numero di persone, con sei suoi figliuoli, nel Territorio di Trento. 

Composta in ottava rima da Giovanni Briccio Romano, per esempio de’ tristi (Florence and Pistoia: 

Pier’Antonio Fortunati, [1625-66]). 
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Hanged from a post. The people cried: 

‘Burn, burn that ill-born Jew.’  

He was strangled, and never said a word  

And was turned into ashes by the fire.  

And this happened to him for giving vent to love 

Against the will of the supreme Redeemer.28 

 

As we have seen in the Mangone example, these ballads in ottava recount the prisoner’s 

bodily destruction in graphic detail, not unlike execution ballads in other languages. What is 

striking – and quite shocking in comparison with ballad tradition in the rest of Europe – is that 

these songs in ottava rima end abruptly at the moment of the criminal’s death, forgoing the 

final warning to listeners that is almost universal in other language traditions. The absence of 

a stern warning to view the condemned’s punishment as exemplary and to learn from his 

sinful ways may signify that ballad-writers composing in ottava believed that there was 

nothing to be learned from the shameful end of these heinous criminals. In other European 

language traditions, ballads present the gruesome execution of the criminal as a moment for 

meditative reflection on one’s own sinful life because the criminal is almost always portrayed 

as repentant. We are urged to learn from his mistakes so as to avoid the same shameful end, 

and encouraged to take the advice of someone who, because of his repentance, is sure of 

imminent salvation. The words of the repentant prisoner on the scaffold were therefore 

imbued with great significance. That the ottava ballads sing in the third person about someone 

who – whether because of his monstrously criminal nature or his heretical religious beliefs – 

was unrepentant means that they tend to forgo this opportunity for meditative reflection, 

concentrating instead on the vengeful execution of justice.  

 

Terza rima 

The same could not be said, however, for execution ballads in terza rima. By contrast with the 

fairly gruesome depictions of bodily dismemberment and mutilation in ottava rima songs, 

ballads in terza rima tend to mention the executions in either an abstract or a romantic sense. 

                                                           

28 ‘E poi cavolli gl’occhi prestamente | conducendolo al luoco deputato | suspeso al pallo cridava la 

gente | abbruggia abbruggia quel giudeo mal nato | fu strangolato, e mai non disse niente | e in cenere 

dal foco fu mandato | e ciò gli avvenne per sfogar l’amore | contra il voler de sommo Redentore.’ 

Giovan Battista Fidelli, Compassioneuol caso occorso su ’l Trentino nel Castello di Perzine: dove 

s’intende lo assassinamento, che fece un’hebreo a un Padre, e una figliola, e come per miracolo della 

Madonna fu scoperto, & giustitiato (Ferrara and Bologna: Vittorio Benacci, n.d.). 
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Terza rima was invariably the metric form chosen for the executions of nobles. These are 

often presented as a first-person confession, such as The Piteous Lament Made by Madame 

Prudentia Anconitana before she Was Taken to her Execution, about a noblewoman executed 

around 1557 for the murder by poisoning of her husband.29 It is in the first-person voice of 

Anconitana herself, who sings her final words or ‘goodnight speech’ as it was often called in 

English. For the same reasons of emotive persuasion outlined above, the aristocrat in terza 

rima ballads is always depicted as unambiguously repentant, and Anconitana commands our 

sympathy in this moment of extreme pathos as she makes her goodbyes to her children: 

 

And you, my Lorenzo, if now you do not sorrow 

For the bitter case of your mother 

[…] 

Now take care of your two 

Sorrowing sisters.30 

 

The torture and execution in these songs is often only referred to obliquely: in another song, 

Giovanna Vicentina, also convicted of the murder of her husband, refers to her imminent 

decapitation only as ‘my unjust punishment’ (‘mio mal giusto supplicio’). While Anconitana 

explicitly describes her upcoming execution, she does so in poetic language that provides an 

exquisite Petrarchan contrast of red blood on white bosom:  

 

When you will see my head cut off  

from my delicate white bust  

with the face bloody and bleeding.31 

                                                           

29 Il piatoso lamento che fece M. Prudentia prima che fusse condotta alla Giustitia. Con la nuova 

giunta di tutto il caso successo di quanto disse & scrisse di man propria (Florence, 1557). Published 

in repeated editions from 1557 to 1823, the titles vary slightly but are always similar. For a study of 

the lament form in Renaissance Italy see Florence Alazard, Le Lamento dans l’Italie de la 

Renaissance: ‘Pleure, belle Italie, jardin du monde’ (Rennes: Presses Universitaires de Rennes, 2010). 
30 ‘Et tu Lorenzo mio s’hor non ti doli | del caso acerbo della Madre tua | […] | Piglia la cura hormai 

delle tue dua | Sorelle afflitte.’ 
31 ‘Quando vedra la mia testa tagliata | dal delicato mio candido busto | con la faccia cruenta et 

sanguinata.’ Il lacrimoso lamento, qual fece la signora Giovanna Vicentina, la quale fu decapitata, et 

dipoi squartata per haver amazzato il suo marito. Aggiuntovi anco di novo il lamento dell’amante, 

qual fece havendo la sua testa in braccio (Parma: n. pub., n.d.). 
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The same kind of presentation is found in songs about Ippolita Pensarotti and 

Ludovico Landinelli, young lovers who were executed on 3 January 1587 in Bologna’s Piazza 

Maggiore for the murder by poisoning of Pensarotti’s father, who had opposed their 

relationship. Virginia Cox has examined the impressive literary response to this notorious 

event, offering a close analysis of some of the eighty-three poems and songs that the case 

inspired.32 She notes that there was a variety of metrical forms used to comment on the case, 

including madrigals and ottava rima, but the predominant form is terza rima, the form most 

appropriate to the noble status of Pensarotti, if not for her apothecary lover.33 The Tearful 

Lament of the Magnificent Madame Hippolita Passerotti Bolognese, written by Marc’Antonio 

Ferrari, is in the first-person voice of Pensarotti herself, who is presented as entirely repentant 

and prepared to die. The method of her execution, beheading, is – as expected – referred to in 

an abstract sense, with only vague references to ‘Giustitia’.34 Cox notes that, while most of 

the corpus of verse and song on the case is sympathetic to the young lovers, those that 

condemn the two lovers for their actions tend to be in ottava rima. Cesare Sacchetti’s Stanze 

in materia della morte di Ludovico, e Hippolita amanti Bolognesi, in ottava rima, argues that 

not only did the lovers deserve their punishment, but that those poets who praise their actions 

deserve the same punishment.35 Sacchetti’s choice of metre is further evidence that metrical 

structure was intricately linked with one’s perspective on the crimes and their perpetrator: it is 

hard to imagine Sacchetti’s argument voiced in terza rima. 

The sympathetic depiction of the noble person in line with Petrarchan ideals of beauty, 

who is unambiguously repentant and courageous in the face of death, is regularly found in 

execution capitoli. It is a depiction that aligns them with execution ballads in other languages 

that are sung in the first person voice of the criminal. This device allows the singer to 

momentarily embody the prisoner, vicariously experiencing her emotions as she faces her 

final moments. To perform the condemned’s last words allows for a greater identification 

                                                           

32 Virginia Cox, ‘The Laurel and the Axe: Petrarchist Execution Lyrics in Late-Renaissance Italy’, 

Renaissance Studies, 29 (2015), 720-48. I would like to thank Professor Cox for sharing this article 

with me before its publication. 
33 Cox notes that a later chronicle of the events records that Pensarotti paid 1000 scudi to ensure that 

both she and Landinelli were decapitated (ibid., p. 722, n. 9). 
34 Marc’Antonio Ferrari, Il lagrimoso lamento della Mag.ca Mad. Hippolita Passerotti Bolognese. 

Qual fu decapitata in Bologna adì 3. di Genaio 1587, con il Magnifico M. Ludovico Landinelli 

(Bologna: Alessandro Benacci, 1587). 
35 Cesare Sacchetti, Stanze in materia della morte di Ludovico, e Hippolita amanti Bolognesi 

(Bologna: Alessandro Benacci, 1587). Cited in Cox, ‘The Laurel and the Axe’, p. 739. 
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with this person who, because she is repentant, will be shortly with God in heaven. The 

performative qualities of terza rima execution songs could therefore allow for a powerfully 

emotive response in the listener-singer, offering the possibility of stepping into the shoes of a 

sinner facing imminent salvation. 

 

Barzelletta 

A third perspective on the criminal and his punishment is found in the final group of 

execution songs, those in barzelletta form, a song-type written in settenari or ottonari (seven- 

or eight-syllable lines) rather than the more elevated and literary hendecasyllables (eleven-

syllable lines) that are used in ottava and terza rima. Barzellette feature a ritornello (refrain) 

rhyming abab, and stanzas that rhyme cdcdda for a six-line stanza or cdcddeea for an eight-

line stanza.36 A barzelletta (which translates as ‘jest’ or ‘joke’) tends to be a lively and dance-

like song with a stress on the cadences, and a repeated refrain encourages participation by its 

listeners.37 Full of witty double-entendres, barzellette lent themselves to performance, with 

jokes, exclamations, and clues within the lyrics to the appropriate bodily gestures to be used 

by the singers. Yifat Fellner Simpson notes the usual cast of characters that were the subject 

of these songs, such as the comic German baker known variously as ‘master Sbrufaldo’, 

‘master Rigo’, or ‘master Gal’, an ambulant vendor who offers his bread and, it is implied, 

sexual favours to women at their front doors.38 The barzelletta form was also commonly used 

to mock political enemies.39 Like these barzellette that gently mock foreigners, enemies, and 

people of the lower classes, execution ballads in the barzelletta form are about criminals 

already thought of as outsiders, such as Jews or Moors, and the songs treat their final 

                                                           

36 For the significance of metre in Italian song, see Pietro G. Beltrami, La metrica italiana (Bologna: Il 

Mulino, 1991), esp. chapters 1 and 2; Alberto Mario Cirese, Ragioni metriche: versificazione e 

tradizioni orali (Palermo: Sellerio, 1988); Giuseppina La Face Bianconi, Gli strambotti nel codice 

estense α.F.9.9 (Florence: Olschki, 1990); Luca Zuliani, Poesia e versi per musica: l’evoluzione dei 

metri italiani (Bologna: Il Mulino, 2009), esp. chapters 2 and 3. 
37 Nino Pirrotta, ‘Before the Madrigal’, Journal of Musicology, 12 (1994), 237-52 (pp. 238-39). 

Pirrotta distinguishes between barzellette and frottole in that in barzellette the ritornello is followed 

by new music for the strophes. 
38 Yifat Fellner Simpson, ‘Unmasking the Revels: Medium and Message in the Popular Music Culture 

of Sixteenth-Century Venice’ (unpublished PhD thesis, Royal Holloway, University of London, 2004), 

chapter 2, esp. pp. 107-10. Simpson’s thesis is invaluable for its rare focus on non-elite Italian song 

performance. 
39 Massimo Rospocher, ‘“In vituperium status Veneti”: The Case of Niccolò Zoppino’, The Italianist, 

34 (2014), 349-61. 
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moments with a mocking air of irreverence. Indeed, the ridicule is built into the structure of 

the song: as the last line of each verse rhymes with the first line of the ritornello, the audience 

is reminded and encouraged to join in the lively singing of the ritornello.  

 

Fig. 3. The Cantus and Tenor parts of a polyphonic barzelletta by Marchetto Cara, ‘Sì ben sto 

lontano alquanto’, in Ottaviano Petrucci’s ninth book of frottole (Venice: Ottaviano Petrucci, 

1509). 

 

This communal style of performance could begin from the opening lines; the barzelletta 

Lament of the Moor, Who Was Executed in Ferrara opens with a call to its listeners:  

 

Ritornello: Good evening company 

If it’s alright, before dining, 

Stay a little to listen 

To what I say, out of courtesy 
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Good evening company. 40 

 

The song goes on to emphasize the ridicule of the condemned prisoner, mocking his desperate 

attempts to save himself from execution. This ridicule is heightened as the audience joins in 

the light-hearted ritornello that shows little sympathy for the fate of the convict. The last line 

of the stanza below ends with a stress on the cadence at ‘non moriria’, setting its singers up 

for the rhyming ritornello ‘Bona sera Compagnia’: 

 

When I heard I was to die 

I immediately set out  

To arrange for Baptism 

And to make myself  

A true Christian, because people  

Said that [then] I wouldn’t die.41  

 

The reminder at the end of each verse to join in the lively chorus encourages a derisive 

attitude towards the Moor, with his desperate cries at the end reduced to a joke: 

 

You are wrong, wait a moment 

So I can speak a few words to you, 

This is nothing but a cruel game.42 

 

 A similar comic treatment can be found in a barzelletta by Giulio Cesare Croce on the 

execution of Manas, a Jew executed for his role as a hitman in Bologna in April 1590, a song 

that repeatedly ridicules Jewish beliefs and traditions.43 But while these two barzellette offer a 

restrained comic take on the deaths of those executed for single crimes, Croce does not hold 

                                                           

40 ‘Bona sera Compagnia, | Se ben è inanzi disnar, | State un poco ad ascoltar | Quel che dico, in 

cortesia. | Bona sera Compagnia.’ Lamento del moro, che fu appiccato in Ferrara. Il quale non 

volendo morire fece quello, que leggendo intenderete (Mantua: Francesco Osanna, 1589). 
41 Ibid.: ‘Quando seppi di morire | Mi disposi incontinente | Il Battesmo far venire, | E Christiano 

veramente | Farmi far, perché la gente | Dicea che, non moriria.’ 
42 Ibid.: ‘Tu hai torto, aspetta un poco | Che vò dir quattro parole, | questo è pur un crudel gioco.’ 
43 Giulio Cesare Croce, Lamento et morte de Manas hebreo, qual fù Tenagliato sopra un carro, & gli 

tagliorno una mano, e fù poi appicato per homicidio, & altri delitti enormi, & obbrobriosi. Caso 

successo nella Magnifica Città di Ferrara il dì ultimo d’Aprile 1590 (Bologna: Heredi del Cochi, al 

pozzo rosso da San Damian, 1623). 
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back when it comes to barzellette about notorious career criminals, such as the Barzelletta on 

the Death of Giacomo ‘the Rooster’, Most Famous Bandit. The ritornello opens with the 

onomatopoeic ‘call’ of the rooster, mocking dal Gallo as an animal whose time has come: 

 

Cock a doodle doo, cock a doodle doo, 

Used to sing the Rooster 

Now he’s gone down the valley 

And he’s not going to sing any more, 

Cock a doodle doo, cock a doodle doo. 

 

But such an honourable death 

Is not merited by this rogue. 

Rather to be quartered, nice and hot, 

and then burn him as well. 

Cock a doodle doo, etc. 

 

First drag him, 

Pinching off his flesh 

and of this evil person make 

A thousand torments and even more. 44 

 

Like the ottava rima songs, these barzellette revel in the brutal and degrading destruction of 

the criminal’s body, but their lively tempo and particular rhyme structure (the stress on the 

last line of each verse to rhyme with the first line of the ritornello) add an element of 

jocularity. With the communal style of delivery that encouraged the audience to join in the 

refrain, as well as a performance style that encouraged physical gestures (one can imagine the 

singer of the Giacomo dal Gallo song imitating the actions of a rooster, for example), 

                                                           

44 ‘Chi chi ri chi, cu cu ru cù, | già cantar soleva il Gallo, | hor è andato giù del vallo | e non canterà 

mai più, | Chi chi ri chi, cu cu ru cù. || Ma una morte sì honorata | non mertava sto ribaldo | ma 

squartarlo caldo caldo | e bruggiarlo poi di più. | Chi chi r. || Strascinarlo primamente, | tanagliandoli la 

carne, | e di questo tristo farne | mille stratij, e ancora più. | Chi chi r.’ Giulio Cesare Croce, Barzelletta 

sopra la morte di Giacomo dal Gallo, famosissimo bandito (Bologna: Benacci, 1610). 
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execution barzellette promoted the light-hearted mockery of the condemned among as wide 

an audience as possible.45  

 

Conclusion 

We know more than ever before about the role of street singers and the dissemination of 

cheap print in early modern Italy, but there still remains work to do to uncover how the 

material they sold was appropriated by their customers. By taking a ‘bottom-up’ approach to 

song, which moves away from the study of elite musicians and trained professionals to focus 

on how the average person without literary or musical education might have approached a 

song text, we discover that song was much more widely accessible than a traditional 

perspective has allowed. Although Italian songsheets lacked the tune direction so common in 

other languages, the widespread availability of melodic formulas for set metrical forms means 

that a person without musical training could easily sing these songs. This has enormous 

repercussions for the dissemination of news in early modern Italy. If the uneducated masses 

were able to immediately sing these songs because they possessed a mental repertoire of 

melodies applicable to specific song-types, they would be able to more easily memorize their 

contents and re-perform them, thereby disseminating the information more widely. With their 

combination of news and entertainment (along with the occasional moral lesson) in an aurally 

accessible and memorable form, ballads were therefore an effective means of broadcasting 

and circulating the news in a period of low literacy rates.  

The lack of tune direction in Italian execution songs, which makes them unusual in 

ballad tradition across early modern Europe, means that we must pay attention instead to their 

formal structure in order to understand how they would have been performed. This approach 

uncovers further, and more significant, differences: the strikingly different perspectives on 

convicted criminals that the three different metres produced – ottava rima, terza rima, and 

barzelletta – means that Italian news-songs about executed criminals could evoke a range of 

emotional responses in their listeners and singers, responses that were intricately bound up 

with their structure. A barzelletta, that allows the audience to participate in the gentle ridicule 

of a convicted ‘foreigner’, arouses a very different emotional reaction to a song in terza rima, 

sung in the plaintive first-person voice of a repentant noblewoman as she awaits her 

execution. Similarly, songs in ottava rima, whose structure argues for a lone singer, require 

                                                           

45 In the case of strambotti, too, audience participation was very possible: they were sung to a musical 

formula that set only two lines and was repeated four times for each stanza, so that anyone with a copy 

of the text could in theory join in the performance. 
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the performer to sing multiple verses of graphic and brutal violence, a performance that was 

evidently enjoyed by both singers and listeners. We must therefore be conscious of the formal 

structure of Italian execution ballads: while these songs could be performed to different 

melodies, their structure dictated their content as well as their performative aspects. This 

unique tradition of composition can tell us much about the complex relationship between 

song, punishment, and the performance of news in early modern Italy.  

 


